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In this document, we will present more implementation
details (Sec. 1), and present more results (Sec. 2) of our
method. We encourage the reader to watch the supplementary video for more results.

1. Training Details
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Linear
Linear
Linear
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Activation
LeakyReLU (0.2)
LeakyReLU (0.2)
LeakyReLU (0.2)
None

Stanford University

Output Dim.
256
256
256
256 × 2 ×(dG or dA )

Table 1. Mapping Network, denoted as Map(·). We use a separate
mapping network for the geometry and appearance networks.

Network Architecture Our generator network consists of
a geometry deformation network NG , an appearance network NA , and a canonical geometry network NC . Both
NG and NA include a mapping network and a main network following the design of π-GAN [1]. The mapping networks are implemented as MLPs with LeakyReLU activations, see Table 1. The randomly sampled inputs zG ∈ R256
and zA ∈ R256 are used as inputs to the mapping networks.
The output of the mapping networks are one-dimensional
vectors of dimensions 256×2×dG and 256×2×dA , where
dG and dA are the number of SIREN layers in the main networks of NG and NA respectively. The main networks are
implemented as MLPs with SIREN layers [10] and FiLM
conditioning [8], see Table 3 and Table 4. Each layer of
the main network receives one 256 × 2-dimensional component of the output of the mapping network. The canonical network NC does not receive any input other than the
co-ordinates in the canonical space. We follow the initialization method of [10] for NG , NA , and NC , where the
first layer is initialized with larger values. The final layer
of NG is initialized such that the deformations at the first
iteration are all zeros. The inverse deformation network is
implemented exactly as NG , except that it receives the input
in the canonical space and models the inverse deformation.
As for the discriminator, we adopt the same model architecture as in [1], which is a convolutional neural network with
residual connections [4] and CoordConv layers [6].
As explained in the main paper, we control the level of
disentanglement using the number of SIREN layers in NG
and NA , i.e., dG and dA , respectively. We set dG = 5 and
dA = 3 for FFHQ [5], VoxCeleb2 [2], and Cats [12]. For
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Activation
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
None

Output Dim.
256
256
256
256
1

Table 2. Canonical Network, denoted as NC (·). The input x0
is a point in the canonical space, computed using the goemetry
deformation network.

Input
x, Map(zG )
-, Map(zG )
-, Map(zG )
-, Map(zG )

Layer
Linear
...
...
Linear

Activation
FiLM+Sine
...
...
None

Output Dim.
256
...
...
3

Table 3. Geometry Deformation Network, denoted as NG (·). The
input x is a point in the deformed or world space. The output can
be added to x to compute x0 , the corresponding 3D point in the
canonical space. The output of the shape mapping network is also
provided as input for each layer.

Carla [3], we set dG = 3 and dA = 6. We will show results
where changing the relative depths of these networks can
lead to poor disentanglement.
Hyperparameters We describe the hyperparamters used
in our method in Table 5. The training curriculum is de1
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Linear
Linear

Activation
FiLM+Sine
...
...
FiLM+Sine
Sigmoid

Output Dim.
256
...
...
256
3

Table 4. Appearance Network, denoted as NA (·). The input x0
is a point in the canonical space, computed using the goemetry
deformation network. The output is the color at this point. The
other inputs are the output of the color mapping network, and the
viewing direction.

Hyperparameter
λ

λpose

λimg

λinv

Dataset
FFHQ
VoxCeleb2
Cats
Carla
FFHQ
VoxCeleb2
Cats
Carla
FFHQ
VoxCeleb2
Cats
Carla
FFHQ
VoxCeleb2
Cats
Carla

Value
1.0
1.0
0.5
10.0
50.0
50.0
5.0
50.0
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Table 5. Hyperparameters of our method.

scribed in Table 6. Our networks are trained in a coarse-tofine manner.
Embedding Architecture Our encoder network consists
of a pretrained ResNet-18 [4] as the backbone. We add
two linear layers to regress the camera pose and latent vectors. Inspired by π-GAN [1], we learn to directly regress
the frequencies and phase shifts, i.e., the output space of the
mapping networks for the geometry and appearance components. We train the encoder on FFHQ [5]. We set λperc = 1
and λreg = 10 and use a learning rate of 0.01.
At test time, to further improve the result, we fine-tune
the regressed latent vectors using iterative optimization for
1.8k iterations with a learning rate of 0.01. We finally finetune the generator network for another 200 iterations with a
learning rate of 0.0001. We show that this strategy leads to
high-quality results without degrading the disentanglement
properties (see Fig. 7) of the generator.
We also show that this approach works better than

optimization-only method (see Fig. 6), where we iteratively
optimize for the latent vectors and camera pose using reconstruction loss. For optimization-only approach, we update the latent vectors and camera pose while keeping the
GAN fixed for 1.8k iterations with a learning rate of 0.01.
And then finetune GAN as well for another 200 iterations
with a learning rate of 0.0001. We can observe (Fig. 6, 7)
that using encoder initialization helps obtain better results
while still preserving the disentanglement properties of our
model.

2. Results
Qualitative Results We show more results of our method
along with visualizations of the learned canonical volume
in Fig. 1. We present more visualizations of the learned
correspondences in Fig. 2. The appearance of one sample
is transferred to another using the correspondences. This
shows the applicability of the correspondences for any task
where one image annotation can be transferred to all other
samples of the model. As mentioned earlier, the level of
disentanglement is controlled using the relative depths of
the geometry and appearance networks. We show in Fig. 3
that a large appearance network can lead to lower-quality
disentanglement, where geometric features such as expressions are compensated by the appearance component. We
set dG = 3 and dA = 5 for these results. In the main paper,
we presented quantitative results of a baseline where the
canonical network receives a high-dimensional input like
GRAF [9]. Fig. 4 shows qualitative results of this baseline. As explained in the main paper, this baseline has similar limitations as GRAF, where the geometry network also
changes the appearance of the object. Fig. 5 shows more
results for evaluation of the pose regularization. Without
our proposed regularization, the model does not properly
disentangle the object and the camera pose. This limitation
is also shared with π-GAN [1]. We further show some
results of correspondence and depth visualizations on real
images in Fig. 8. Unlike the encoders used in other results,
we trained the encoder for this result on the generator which
was trained with the inverse network. We also compare to
GIRAFFE [7] in Fig. 9. Our method maintains the consistency of both pose and shape components better. Quantitatively, GIRAFFE achieves similar scores compared to our
method on FFHQ using the metrics defined in the main paper. It achieves an appearance consistency score of 0.05,
geometry consistency score of 0.32, and appearance variation score of 0.09. However, ours results have better multiview consistency, and better qualitative disentanglement as
shown in Fig. 9. We show several more results of our GAN
in Fig. 10.
Quantitative results We present FID scores for
FFHQ [5], VoxCeleb2 [2], and Cats [12] evaluated at

Dataset
FFHQ

VoxCeleb2

Cats
Carla

Iteration (in k)
0-20
20-60
600-20
20-60
600-10
100-10
10-26
26-

Batch Size
208
52
52
208
52
52
208
52
60
20
18

Image Size
32
64
64
32
64
64
32
64
32
64
128

Glr
2e-5
2e-5
1e-5
2e-5
2e-5
1e-5
6e-5
6e-5
4e-5
2e-5
10e-6

Dlr
2e-4
2e-4
1e-4
2e-4
2e-4
1e-4
2e-4
2e-4
4e-4
2e-4
10e-5

Table 6. Training curriculum

Figure 1. Results of our method on FFHQ (top-left), VoxCeleb2 (top-right), Cats (bottom-left) and Carla (bottom-right). Each row shows
the canonical volume, and multiple rendered images with the same appearance and pose, but with different geometry. All canonical
volumes for a dataset are rendered from the same pose. Notice that only the color of the canonical volume changes.

Figure 2. Appearance transfer using the learned correspondences. For each object class, the first row shows different random samples
from our GAN. The left-most sample is used as the source texture. This texture is transferred to all other samples, visualized in the
second row. Note that we only the source image, and not the full 3D model, in order to visualize pixel-to-pixel correspondences. We
can faithfully transfer the source appearance while preserving the target geometry. Also note that not all pixels in the target image have
a valid correspondence to the source image. For example, if the shirt is not visible in the source image, the shirt pixels in the target
image do not have a valid correspondence. Thus, only the pixels whose corresponding points are visible in the source image achieve the
correct appearance transfer. This visualization shows the applicability of our approach to various applications, such as one-shot semantic
segmentation and sparse keypoint detection.

Figure 3. Results on FFHQ with a larger appearance network.
Each row shows results with a fixed geometry and different appearances. With a large appearance network, geometric features such
as expressions can be compensated incorrectly by the appearance
component.

Figure 4. Results of the 256-baseline on FFHQ. Each row shows
results with a fixed appearance and different geometry. This baseline uses a 256-dimension vector as input to the canonical volume.
This results in poor disentanglement, where changing the geometry also changes the appearance. GRAF [9] uses a similar design
choice and thus, suffers from the same limitation.

Figure 5. Evaluation of our pose regularization loss on VoxCeleb2.
All images are rendered with a fixed frontal camera. Without pose
regularization, the model cannot disentangle between the scene
and the camera pose. This issue is also evident in pi-GAN.

Figure 7. Given real images (col 1), we can embed them in our
GAN space (col 2). This enables novel view synthesis (col 3),
color transfer from the other real image (col 4), or shape editing
using a random sample from the GAN. For color transfer results in
col 4, we transfer the embedded color between 2 pairs ( rows 1,2
and rows 3,4).

Figure 8. Results on real images. Reference from Fig.5-main is
used for correspondences. Depth is rendered from a novel view.
Figure 6. Here we show that our embedding method which uses
encoder output as initialization (row 3) results in higher-quality
output (row 4) compared to optimization-only approach (row 2)
for real in-the-wild input images (row 1).

GRAF [9]
Ours

FFHQ

VoxCeleb2

Cats

25.36
15.87

21.76
8.86

18.26
12.35

Table 7. Quantitative comparisons using the FID score metric (a
lower value is better) at 64 × 64 image resolution. We outperform
GRAF on all datasets.

64 × 64 image resolution in Table 7. All FID scores are
calculated using 8k samples. We also present a quantitative
evaluation of the pose regularization loss in Table 8.
Specifically, we first render 1000 images from each method
with a fixed camera. We then compute the head pose in the
rendered results using the Model-based Face Autoencoder
(MoFA) [11] method. The pose consistency metric is

Figure 9. Comparisons with GIRAFFE. Visualized are three images with the same appearance code but different geometry codes.

computed as the standard deviation over the yaw angles.
A lower number indicates good disentanglement of the
camera pose and the 3D object. We can see that the
proposed pose regularization loss significantly improves
such disentanglement.
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